
F (H - 1)

(1 point each) question 2.   6 million ways to die
at the hands of 12, choose one a week.

from injuries sustained in a fall.A.
asphyxiation/drowning (in your own blood)B.
other natural causesC.
cardiac arrestD.
self-inflicted gunshot woundE.
internal bleedingF.

(15 points) question 3.   find the formula for maximum 
patronage      of noose  L.

(53 points) question 4.   babylon + 5 is all over me, if you can't 
handle the whole weight, measure the knee in tonnage. the 
elbow exerts so many pounds of pressure per cubic centimeter 
of throat (  ), it's weighing my brain. an advocate for a lighter 
sentence, the lies of a white woman as an inverse ratio to    s.
the air stops. everything is weightless.
all the kisses on the cheek at the wake is 7 grams, if anything at 
all. 
who's gonna take the weight?

(9 points) Bonus: what is the state of things left hanging to 

instructions: answer on separate sheet. all measurements are to be 
converted into grams and kilos.

(23 points) question 1. the system of weights and cables below is unequally 
distributed justice, a heart. please find:

(a) the soul, F, of block F (H - 1)
(b) the breaking point  x

M(H - 1)
T(H - 1)

the meaning in (lbs) < a 
metaphor in (mg)

   = heavy clouds
of joyless

Q/2 = an air weighted with crepe myrtle
T(H - 1) = w + 1 days and they still 
haven't arrested the cops who murdered 
breona taylor.

                                           
   application in an equation.
there is a  for every newton of every 
troy oz. of blackness.)

L

B = heavy breathing

 

w = whiteness

Afropessimism 101: Quiz on System of Weights used (1619-Present)



(9 points) Bonus: what is the state of things left hanging to 
entertain a white mob?

(Hint: Valsin, Paul, and Bazile were lynched in Jefferson Parish, Louisiana at midnight September 16, 1893. Ever since the 
murder of Judge Victor Estopinal and the fatal wounding of his son by the negro Julian, their brother, excitement has been at
the highest pitch in the parish, and parties of white men on foot and on horse have been scouring the country looking for the
negro. The searching parties became very much aroused when the negro Julian could not be found. In a suspicion of 
conspiracy Julian's three brothers, Valsin, Bazile, and Paul, and two cousins, together with their mother and the wives and 
sisters of the men, were arrested and locked up in the jail in Southport, half a mile from New Orleans. A posse, disappointed
at failing to find the negro Julian, broke into the jail and lynched Valsin and Bazile. The posse took the remaining brother,
Paul, to Camp Parapet, a settlement consisting almost entirely of negroes, a few miles away, where he was promptly 
lynched to overawe the negroes. All of the three men were strangled to death before they were hung.) 

(for our visually-impaired students: click 
or scan to hear a read out of questions.)

https://1drv.ms/u/s!AucApjdNiRVCgesv-kTQPNcr68-dvw?e=jKovHU



